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The FWS-7840 network appliance brings

flexibility and high-bandwidth networking

to uCPE/vCPE applications with the power

of Intel® Xeon® W processors.

TAIPEI CITY, TAIWAN, October 5, 2021

/EINPresswire.com/ -- AAEON, a leading

manufacturer of network solutions,

announces the FWS-7840 rackmount

network appliance. Built for higher-

bandwidth and greater network

flexibility, the system features the

Intel® Xeon® W processors (formerly

Comet Lake), along with eight RJ-45

ports powered by the Intel® i350AM4

chipset, two expansion module bays,

and support for dual SFP+ ports. The FWS-7840 delivers reliable operation for SD-WAN, Next

Generation Firewall (NGFW), Unified Threat Management (UTM) and more.

As more industries and vertical markets adopt Edge Computing, leverage IoT deployments and

embrace Work from Home practices, networks are facing an increased demand in not only data

traffic but also data security. The FWS-7840 rackmount appliance delivers speed, power, and

flexibility to adapt to the growing needs of modern network structures. The system is powered

by the Intel® Xeon® W processors, providing greater power, higher core counts, and access to

innovative technologies including Intel® Deep Learning Boost.

Connectivity is key to the design of the FWS-7840, with eight RJ-45 LAN ports powered by the

Intel® i350AM4 chipset, allowing network managers to leverage the suite of Intel® Virtualization

Technology including on-chip QoS, Traffic Management and SR-IOV. The system can be expanded

to meet the specific needs of each network deployment, with two Network Interface Module

slots which support the entire range of AAEON’s NIM line-up. Additionally, the system can be

expanded to include two SFP+ 10Gbps ports, allowing even greater bandwidth.

The FWS-7840 is built to provide reliable operation with features such as network bypass support

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.aaeon.com/en/ni/press-release-fws-7840


and redundant power supply. Additionally, the system also features a Mini PCIe expansion bay

(co-lay with mSATA option) to support wireless network deployments. Along with AAEON’s

industry leading service and support, clients and managers can get the exact solution they need

to power their network structures.

________________________________________________________________________________________

About AAEON 

Established in 1992, AAEON is one of the leading designers and manufacturers of industrial IoT

and AI Edge solutions. With continual innovation as a core value, AAEON provides reliable, high-

quality computing platforms including industrial motherboards and systems, rugged tablets,

embedded AI Edge systems, uCPE network appliances, and LoRaWAN/WWAN solutions. AAEON

also provides industry-leading experience and knowledge to provide OEM/ODM services

worldwide. AAEON also works closely with cities and governments to develop and deploy Smart

City ecosystems, offering individual platforms and end-to-end solutions. AAEON works closely

with premier chip designers to deliver stable, reliable platforms, and is recognized as an

Associate member of the Intel® Internet of Things Solutions Alliance and Solutions Plus Partner

in the Intel® Network Builders Winner’s Circle for 2020. For an introduction to AAEON’s expansive

line of products and services, visit www.aaeon.com.
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try to be careful about weeding out false and misleading content. As a user, if you see something
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